Business Development Funding:

Financial Support
Available for Yorkshire
& Humber Companies

Could you benefit? See below for further details:
The type of development

The value

• Product and process creation or
improvement (better, smaller, faster,
cheaper)
• Market analysis for market growth
or diversification
• Technology change
• Optimisation of factory layout

• Typically projects are in the 5-10K
range with short, high impact
results that benefit you directly
• The development must show a
measurable difference to your
business – such as new jobs
created, safeguarding existing jobs
and/or increased sales

The type of business
• You should be in engineering
(excluding electronics, software
and food)
• You can consider collaboration –
pool your resources to maximise
outputs

The delivery
• You will work with an approved third
party (this may be from a regional
University or Research and
Technology Organisation (RTO) like
NAMTEC, TWI or Casting Technology
International).
• You do have a choice and support
is available.

The NAMTEC
Manufacturing Forum

Training and
Skills

The process
• A short application form
• An answer within 2 weeks
• Support from us to get it right
first time
We know that operating a business is
tough right now. But we have proof
that making changes to the status quo
can add real value to your bottom line.
Speak to us and we can talk through
this particular fund and in general how
NAMTEC can support you moving
forward.

Contact Graham Small
at NAMTEC
graham.small@namtec.co.uk
or call

07545 429434

‘‘

The research
carried out was of the
highest order. The only
work left for us to do is
make use of
imformation generated,
and take our first steps
into the marine
renewables market.
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‘‘

The European Regional Development Fund
(ERDF) has approved The National Metals Technology
Centre (NAMTEC) to source companies that are
looking for funding to support a new development in
their business, offering up to 50% of eligible costs.

